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Abstract: A modern day fast-paced, global business surroundings, coupled with the ever growing problem of a rapidly
changing labor force, requires a well-planned, rigorous method of talent management. Fortunately, each HR and
business frontrunners recognize that talent is an essential driver of business overall performance. It comes as no
surprise after that that talent management methods are often cited as an important strategic priority. However, the actual
execution of these practices is actually where companies often are unsuccessful. Thus this paper focuses on developing
an efficient algorithm to overcome challenges faced by a human resource manager and segregate effective new talents
from the rest.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Talent acquisition is the procedure of finding and
acquiring skilled human being labor for organizational
needs and also to meet any labor requirement [1][2]. When
found in the framework of the recruiting and HR
occupation, skill acquisition usually identifies the skill
acquisition division or team within the recruiting section.
The TA team within a company is accountable for finding,
acquiring, evaluating, and hiring applicants to fill
functions that must meet company goals and fill up project
requirements.
Talent acquisition as a distinctive function and department
is a comparatively new development. In lots of companies,
recruiting itself continues to be an indistinct function of
the HR generalist [1]. Within many companies, however,
recruiting as a designation didn't encompass enough of the
responsibilities that dropped to the organization recruiter.
Another designation of skill acquisition was necessary to
meet up with the advanced and unique functions. Modern
skill acquisition is a tactical function of a business,
encompassing skill procurement, but also labor force
planning functions such as organizational skill forecasting,
talent pipelining, and tactical skill evaluation and
development.
Talent acquisition is quickly learning to be a unique
profession, maybe even unique from the practice of
general recruitment [2]. TA experts are usually skilled not
only in sourcing techniques, candidate evaluation, and
compliance and employing standards, but also in work
branding methods and corporate and business employing
initiatives. Talent acquisition as a function is becoming
carefully aligned with marketing as well as recruiting.
As an art, TA is of course not new; it's the simple
procedure for recruiting good skill to meet company
needs. As an occupation, however, SA is quickly growing
into a distinctive and important job function.
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Skill Acquisition means a view of not only filling
positions, but also usage of the applicants and their skills
which come out of the demanding recruiting process as a
way to fill similar positions in the foreseeable future also.
These future positions can be recognized today by looking
at the succession management plan, or by analysing the
annals of attrition for several positions [3]. This helps it be
easy to forecast that specific opportunities will happen at a
pre-determined period with time. Taking the long-term
strategic method of talent acquisition has an enormous
impact about how an approach was created to a candidate.
Talent Acquisition experts recognize that each talent has
something of value to provide. In addition they build
associations with the best of the skill that business lead to
more lucrative networking, more recommendations, more
business and an incredible give and take of experience,
information and knowledge. Talent acquisition takes
efficient and productive processes that are simple to use
and applicant centric.
Machine learning is a kind of artificial cleverness or AI
that delivers computers having the ability to learn without
having to be explicitly programmed Machine learning
targets the introduction of computer programs that can
train themselves to develop and change when subjected to
new data. Machine learning programs identify patterns in
data and change program actions appropriately.
Essentially, it is a way of teaching computers to make and
improve predictions or behaviors predicated on some data.
Bayes' Theorem is an axiom of chance theory traditionally
mentioned by the Reverend Thomas Bayes [5][6][7]. It
could be regarded as a way of focusing on how the
likelihood a theory holds true is suffering from a new little
bit of evidence. It's been used in a multitude of contexts,
which range from sea biology to the introduction of
"Bayesian" spam blockers for email systems.
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In the viewpoint of science, it's been used to attempt to
clarify the partnership between theory and proof. Many
insights in the beliefs of science including confirmation,
falsification, the connection between technology and
pseudoscience, and other topics can be produced more
precise, and sometimes prolonged or corrected, by using
Bayes' Theorem.
Begin by taking a look at the theorem, displayed below.

Education
Job Category
Salary
Salary Beginning
Technical Skill

Previous Experience
II. METHODOLOGY
This paper formulates an algorithm based on naive bayes
theorem to precisely distinguish talent from the rest of the
applicants by using their previous employment records.

Minority

Masters=16
Graduate=15
Other=8
Professional=1
Supportive=2
Quantitative
Quantitative
Good=1
Average=2
Less than or equal to
5 years=1
Less than or equal to
10 years=2
More than 10
years=3
General=1
Other=0
Only the year of birth
Selected=1
Not selected=0

Date of Birth
This novel calculation could turn out to be useful for the
Result
HR on filling positions quickly and focus more on aligning
skill acquisition with the business enterprise. The
flowchart is shown below:
B. Algorithm
The algorithm of the proposed methodology is given
below:
Let Selected Attribute = S and Non Selected Attribute = S’
Step 1: Read Attributes from dataset.
Step 2: Compute X1 = µ(S)
Step 3: Compute X1Prime = µ(S’)
Step 4: Compute Y1= σ(S)
Step 5:Y1Prime = σ(S’)
Step 6: Repeat step 2 to 5 until µ and σ of each
attributes are computed.
Step 7: Compute Normal Distribution of each Attributes.
Step 8: k = 𝑛1 𝑁𝐷(𝑆)
Step 9: kprime = 𝑛1 𝑁𝐷(𝑆′)
Step 10: if K >kprime: Candidate Selected else Not
Selected
Step 11: Stop.
C. Explanation
The proposed algorithm works on the principle of
maximization of posteriori, for this a table T consisting of
previous records of applicants are generated. For the
notation convenience each attribute of the applicant is
denoted by X ∈ {X1, X2, X3 … Xn} and the posteriori class
Fig.1. Flowchart of proposed Algorithm
be denoted by S and S’, where S denotes “The applicant
A. Inputs
has been selected given X” and S’ denotes “The applicant
For this work 9 attributes taken from 474 different has been rejected given X”. And mean and standard
observations is the input to the proposed system. The deviation is denoted by μ and σ respectively. Also, Normal
selected parameters are described in table 1:
Distribution is denoted by ND.
TABLE I: Description of attributes
Attribute
Gender
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Description
Male=1
Female=0

III. RESULTS
To test the accuracy of the system, 500 different test cases
were randomly chosen, out 500 test samples 50 test
samples were taken from the original test cases
themselves.
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To contrast the efficiency of the proposed system, 3 best
algorithms were taken namely, ID3, Naïve Bayes and
C4.5. And the proposed methodology turns out to be more
efficient than others. The analysis has discovered that
several factors may have a great influence on employee
performance. One of the very most effective factors is the
work name.
The comparison table is shown in the picture.

Fig.2. Comparison of Accuracy with other algorithms

V. FUTURE SCOPE
As future work, it is strongly recommended to gather more
proper data from several companies. Directories for
current employees and even earlier ones can be utilized, to
truly have a right performance rate for every one of these.
When the correct model is generated, software could be
developed to be utilized by the HR like the rules produced
for predicting performance of employees. For data
cleaning and transformation logical methods are used, but
for large amount of dataset this methods can turn out to
ineffective, hence standard data mining tools should be
used for storing, cleaning and transforming the data. Use
of Some standard SQL server is recommended as opposed
to file based system for ease of retrieval and updation. The
run time of the proposed method is O(n) but space
complexity of data is O(n2), hence some compression
technique could be employed to reduce space complexity.
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